Accessibility declaration
Updated on February 15. 2019

Eden on the Water − Cooperative Society is obligated, both at the social and moral level and at
the legal level, to provide suitable service to all citizens of the State of Israel, including
handicapped persons, in accordance with the accessibility laws and regulations.
Accessibility modifications in Internet services
Accessibility modifications have been carried out in the internet website of Eden on the Water
at the address https://www.gan-eden.co.il in accordance with the provisions of regulation 35 of
the Regulations for Equal Rights for Handicapped Persons, 5773-2013, and it was updated on
October 26, 2017.
It should be noted that because of the dynamic nature of internet websites, browsers,
technologies that aid accessibility in operating systems and/or various end devices, it is likely
that in certain cases there will be no absolute compatibility for every combination of the aid
technologies, the browsers, and the end devices. Consequently the possibility exists of slight
deviation from the requirements of the instructions document WCAG 2.0 for level AA. Not
every deviation from the standard means harm to the ability of handicapped persons to surf in
the website and/or in an application and/or in a digital document.
Accessibility supervisor
If you have questions regarding accessibility in Internet services, please contact Mrs Shlomit
Zohar at office@gan-eden.co.il
If you have questions regarding accessibility in the physical dimension please contact Hazam,
0505-552626.
Accessibility modifications in the physical dimension
In Eden on the Water we are obligated to provide accessible service and accessibility
modifications in the Events Garden area. Consequently accessibility modifications have been
made as follows:


5 parking places for handicapped persons in accordance with the standard.



Signs for accessibility routes.



Accessibility paths to the hall, to the offices, and to the toilets, including protruding
warning surfaces and marking strips for steps, and hand rails.



Toilets: signs, raised seats, sinks, mirrors, hooks, hand drying facilities, hand rails,
direction of door openings, locking in accordance with the required standard.



Indication labels on transparent doors and walls.

Let's meet on happy occasions!
The website team
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